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Preface

-. .-. ... .. ,,

The present article contains the results of scientific re-(
/. :

search during the last years of the war, which research was
ij
j ,. planned on a considerably larger scale, as yet OnlY partiallY
1;!!
1!

j carried out, and whose continuation and conclusion cannot yet be
)1:J foreseen.
,.

This paper was originally prepared as a lecture before a

gathering of specialists, but was then ~equested for official

publication- It was accordingly revised and enlarged and, after

completion, on account of being too voluminous, was released

for publication in some other way. This explains the nature of

the composition and the addition of the appendix. I shall now

leave it as it is and let it go fo~th into the world as proof

that, even in ti~,esof direst need, sanctua~ies were provided

for scientific research.

-j: ● Introduction; Earlier experiments. ‘

During the last few years, many articles b.avcbeen pub-

lished on the law of similitude as applied to the phenomena. of

friction in fluids (see Appendix). We will here call attention
~>. .. . .. ,,,

O-nly to the articles”published by Bla.sius,*by G~mbel** and by

*f’DasAehnlic’hkeitsgesetz bei Reibungsvorg&ngen in Fl&ssigkcitcm,’[
Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutscher Ingeilicure,1913, No. 131.
**llDasproblem
bautecnni~cnen

des @berflachenwiders~andes,ll‘Jahrbfiehdcr Schiff-
Gesellschaft, 1913, p. 393.

..,’”’

J\ /“”-’—
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~~ Stanton and Pannel. * Other references will bc found in these a?rt-

foz.egaing,-the best known investigators in

and Schoder, Darcy, Nusselt,. Reynolds and Lang,

1; ~

I;,j“ though the list could be considerably ~xtended.

/1i:1-1 While the law of similitude has been abundantly confiTmed for
+’I?/!
I:$ tubes, its applicability to flat surfaces &sj hitherto, not been

1’
1

verified .bya single investigator, although the theory undoubted-
,

ly applies.

The reason lies primarily in the much greater difficulty and

cost of such experiments; secondly, in the fact that the results

of the classical experiments of Froude** had been universally ac-

cepted; thirdly, in the fact that only in recent times we have

gradually come to recognize the applicability of the law of simil-

itude to fluids of various viscosities; and, lastly, in the fact

that the constantly increasing accuracy of the experiments ena”oles

the introduction of new factors (e.g., even a slight variation in

the temperature of the fluid) into the computations.

* IIsilnilarity Of ~~otion in Relation to tune surface Fri.ctti.011 Of
Fluids,!l p~ilOsO’Phi~al Tr~nsactiOns Of the Royal society Of London,
Series A, Vol. 214, 1914, page 1990
** W. Froude, !Ilixperimentson Surface Friction Produced by a Plane
Moving through Water,’la paper read before the British Association
at Brighton in 1872.

W. Froude, llReDortto t’neLords Commissioners of tineAdmiralty

on Experiments fo~ the Determination of the Frictional Resistance
of Water on a Surface under Various Conditions, perfo-rmed at Chels-
ton Cross, under tb.eauthozity of their Lordship, read at Belfast,
1874.

— /
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Perhaps the only experiments which have been published, since o
..”.

Froudei s f=iflous~eports, are those pu-~~ished bY t’n~

1908.* These Dresden-Ucbi giiuerexperiments covered

range, in comparison with Froudet s expe~iments, ‘m~t

writer in .

only a small

were otlherwise

very similar. They were only intended to furnish the

for a certain coat of paint on wooden models by ineans

formulas for the deter~ination of a ship?s resistance

coefficients

of Froude 1s

from exper-

iments with models. They cohtained the same errors as Froude’.s

experiments, namely, those due to the neglect of the water t.emper-

a,tu.re and the termination of both ends of the wooden planes ‘oy

smooth, sharp brass plates. Moreover, the planes were not similar

in their dimensions, but the shorter plane was made fron ‘the lon-

ger plane, by simply cutting off a portion of the latter and re-

placing the silarp-edged strip of brass. Hence, experiments

could not be repeated with the 10YIZ planes. These experiments

were executed, however, l~fith ~reat care and yielded somewhat..>
.

smaller values than those of I’roude,although +Ee planes had a

greater thickness (8 mm instead of 4.8 mm) . For the evaluation

of the results, the smaller resistance of the two brass strips,

towed alone through the water, was replaced by the greater re-

sistance of a lacquered sharp steel plate of 2 mm thickness,

which”was not done by F>oude.

?31asiusattempted to ascertain the law of similitude fror,

these results with dissimilar planes and, although he found con-

* Gebers,
.—

!13inBei trag zur experimdntelen Ermittlung des Wasser-
witierstandes g~gen bewegte ~~rper,it Zeitsch~ift !!Schiffbau,!!
Vol. IX, Nos. 12 and 13.
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~iderable agreenent with tnetheoretical considerations, there still
..
rem”ained’”someuncertainty, on account of the

points and especially in the introduction of

the water.

scattering of the

the temperature of

-2● Apparatus.

In 1914, at the suggestion of the writer, the management of

the ‘lSchiffbautechnische Versuchsanstalt’l in Vienna decided to in-

stitute a series of experiments for determining the law of simil-

itude. It WaS

than in Froudet

ratus, to make

hoped, through the much greater availab~-evelocitY

s cxperime-ntsand tfiough improveme-nts in the appa-

pcrmanent progress in.the solution of the whole

problem. The ilewinstitute did not at first expect much business

in the form of paid towin~ experiments, but considerable time for

The originally very imperfect apparatusscientific research.

would not have sufficed, however, for many otlier

vestigations, even though very alluring.

The founder of the Vienna Institute and the

scientific in-

President of the

Experimental Department, Dr. \Yilhelm Exner, who took an active

part in raising the considerable a~~unt of money required> de–

serves great c~edit for t’nerealization of the experir.lents.

Since the Institute wasexpected to begin operations ea,rlyin

1916, preparations for the experiments were initiated in the sum-

rnerof 1915. This was fortunate, for it would have been hardly

possible to obtain the necessary materials later.
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P~evious experiments had indicated that the stiffest, most.,

homogeneous wood was about the only “suitable ‘material for the pro-

duction of long planes for towing in the vertical position in.

water. California redwood was choson and a fcw suitable timbers

qere fortunately found, which we~e cut into the ~~si~ed fo~~fl=The

dimensions of the planes had to be governed by the dimensions. of

the timbers. It was possible to make a plane 10 m long and 0.5 m

wide by simply fitting two boards together. Each plane was pro-

vided with a lead keel (t’hcsame as in Fro-ud.eis experiments),

which held it vertical at just the right depth. In the Dresden

experiments, however, the planes project Od a little above .the

water, instead of being towed entirely submerged, as in’Froudel s

experir.lents= This was done to eliminate one of the edges, on ac-

count of the PO ssibility t’hatthe resistance on the edges might

differ from that on the sides.

In order to obtain the maximum uniformity, the ends of the “

plane were provided with wedge-shaped tips ride of sheet brass.

If the ends of the wooden plane itself were sharpened, the tapered

portion would be uneven and would, moreover, be very easily dam=

aged. Preliminary experiments had deffionstratedthat sheet brass

and also lead could be rendered smoother with lacquer, which was

accordingly spread over the whole surface,

Planes having the following dimensions were employed.
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Plane

No,

_—

1

Ii;
IV
v

Table I (See also Fig. 3) .
I I

“’ --b--1--
1

Leng~h
inclg

‘-H~::S iLjg~d ~ L~:g~~<

ness sub-
tapcred 1ea;”

I merged sections ~ ta-~=fed I
ends keel

.mm ~ mm mm
! portions ~

m m-m
,.

1,25 , 78* I - 2.5 62.5 –a+-
2.5 135 5

IJ

125 120 100
5 275 10 I 250 240 200
7.5 ‘ 410 15 375 360 300

10 535 20 , 500 48() [ 400
-——— I

7

h

Height
of mad
sections

‘mm

11.2.5
175
350
500
650

* Had no lead keel.

In addition to the above, there

long, 10 mm thick, with a subiflersion

for lengthening the 10 inplane to 15

wider 5 m plane was expected to show

were prepared: one plane 5 m

depth of 500 mm; and two planes

m a-rid20 m rcspectivcl.y. The

wkether the specific resistance

varies wit-hthe height of the surface. For the same purposej a va-

rying submersion of plane III was also planned. The tapmed end

sections had to be made wider tlaanthe rest of the plane, to allow

for attaching the towing device.

The wood was exceptionally straight-g~ained and free from knots.

It proved to be much more suitable than the piilewood empioyed in

the Dresden experiments. The planes.neither warped nor dished.

The lacquer spread easily and uniformly on the wood, which ‘hadbeen

previously. planed and soaked with .li.nseed oil. The specific grav-

ity of the unvarni shed wood was founil,by weighing, to be 0.3925,

for a plane 10 mm thick, and 003967 for a plane 20 mm thick. The
--

specific gravity of the lead was taken as 11.6 and the hci~ht of
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the lead keel was so calculated that the planes, with the extra

wei~ht of tb.e t;apereiiends, sank a little deeper than was desired.

for the experiments. They could then be easily adjusted in attach-

ing to the towing device. The basin for the experiments had a

width of 10 m, a length of 1.80m, and a water depth of fully 5 m.

The maximum speed of the towing car, which ran above it, was nor–

really 7.5 rfl/sand this could be increased to 8.5 m/s by overload-

ing the motors. Though the latter speed was empI.eyedwithout ap-

prehension in the first experiments, it was subsequently discon-

tinued, on account of the great increase in the cost ~f repairs

and the difficulty in getting thcm made promptly, due to the con-

tinuance of the war. AS measu~ing instruments, we had.the Insti-

tute~s resistance dynamometer and a suspension device for the

front tapered section of the plane (Fig. 1). Witln the aid of an

auxiliary spring, it measured up to 70 kg. For Greater forces, a

special device (F’ig.2) was constmcted~ ~~hich,Vrit-nthe aid of

the dynamometer, could measure up to 200 kg. only ball and knit_e-

edge beari-ngswere employed. The rear tapered section of the

plane was suspended by means of a small steel wire about 2.5 m

long, from the middle girder of the car or fro-man extension of

the same. The dynamometers balanced thereby in their middle posi-

tion... The.calibration

case, a light aluw,inum

second casc$ a bicycle

WaS made.by employing a,wheel (in the first

wheel-of 250 mm on ball bearings; in the

wheel from which the tire had been removed)

and a steel wi~e passing over it with a suitable weigkt atta,ched.
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When the car was at rest, the

ITO. 308 9

dynamometer itself had an error of

less than 1 g; the,smaller device with planes u~ to 10 g; and the

iarger, up to 40 g. When subjected to vibrations, howevsrj the in-

ertia was much less.

3. Contemplated Determination of Form Resistance*

Unfortunately, it is not practically possible to tow a plane

of infinitely small thickness. For the sake of strength and es-

pecially of rigidity, the thickness must be increased, as the

length is increased and still more as the width is increased, es-

pecially for high speeds. Froude succeeded with a thickness of

only 4.76 mm even for planes 15 m long and 480 mm wide, but only

for speeds Up tO 3.03 m./S. For the new experiments with similar

planes, howc!vCr, the thickness wJasdetermined by the fact that a

thickness of the wood of 2.5 mm was necessary for attaching the

tapered cads to the smallest plane of 1.25 m length. This a,uto–

matical.ly required a thickness of 20 mm.for the 10 m plane.

It also seemed inexpedient to increase the length of the taper

to more than twenty times the .-thicknessof the plane. For such an

increase i-nthe thickness a-ridfor the desired. high speeds, it was

considered no longer possible- to disregard the wave-forming effect,

as Froude did-,or simply to substitute the resistance of

painted steel plane for that of tfiesmooth tapered brass

fitted together, a.swas doi~e in the Dresden experiments,

a thin

sections

In whatever way the subject was approached, it ~vas imPo~si’ole

to determine accurately the effect of the thick-nestsand of the
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tapering, so as to eliminate them. Although this was possible,

under certain conditions, for the front erid$it was impossible to
.-. -.

aetezmine accurately the displacement or form resistance at tile

rear e-rid,which found itself in the water current produced by the

whole of the plane preceding it, even by measuring the velocity

of the water at ,thispoint,

In order, at least, to be able to introduce an

value for this resistance, the following method was

approximate

adopted.* A

body 1 m long was to be made by inserting a short lacquered wooden

plane between the tapered ends of the 10 m plane; likewise between

the ends of the 705 m and of the wider 5 m plane, hereinafter to

be designated as the 20 mm, 15 mm, and 10 mm entis~ Their resist-

ances uere to be determi-ned for the contenplatcd range of speeds,

Moreover, a lacquered brass plane> about 2 rixthick, ShaTPIY ta-

pered at both ends, and of the saw-clength as the combined ends

attached to the wooden planes> mas to be towed with a like sub-

mersion of 3’?5ml. The resistance of this brass plane was to be

taken as the pure frictional resistance of the conbined ends and

the displacement resistance for the other tapeTcd end~ VJW3to be

calculated according to the la,wof similitude, although the si:nil-

itude was only conditional. Since, however, the displacement ,re-

sisttinceof the tT70e-nd.sof a plane, at least of the rear ends

had to be smaller than the ~esistance thus doterimined, only 3/4

of the total was to be introduced into the calculation. The rp-.-

* T:heair resistar.ce for the apparatus could not be @ctermir.ed ‘py
special experiments- For the planes, +t was mo~tly piimiqateg by
the method employed.

.—
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of the rear section of the plane would; thercforo, coifie

calculation only with the half of the combinccl ends, an

arbitrary but -notun~easonable assur.~tion.

First, t’nerefore, the three pairs of tapered ends a,nda corre-

spondingly tapered

tion of the latter

peat ed heating and

brass plane were prepared. The perfect produc-

was difficult and was accomplished only by re-

careful hammering and finally by polishing

with fine emery, It was then carefully lacquered and had a thiok-

ness of 2.3 mm in the finished condition.

The tapered ends for the sr.m.llestplanes were made of solid

brass, but for the larger pla-nesof sheet brass, which was drawn

over smooth iron wedges and fastened together with copper rivets

(Fig. 3). The spaces between the wed~es were filled with paraf-

fin. They were joined to the planes with countersunk screws.
.

All rough places were polished and lacquered. The lead-keels were .

likewise attached with countersunk screws and then lacquered. The

jo.}ntswere polished, SO that the planes presented a perfectly un-

iform, smooth surface.

4. Experiments with the Tapered End Sections and with Similar

Planes in Cold Water.

s,..
On April 11, 1916, the experiments were begun, the brass

plane being first attached to the towing apparatus. All the dif-

ficulties inherent in the towing process immediately appeared and

increased rapidly witil the speed. It is not easy to attach a‘i~
f
~,’.,(
II—.,---— .,. . ..- .,. .-
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plane with perfect accuracy, in the direction it is “tobe towed,
-.=

by only one- edge.

ments. The rails

a great circle of

E“v”enthe slightest error affects the measure-

employed were accurately shaped, so as to follow

the earth within 0.1 mii,and all running sur-

faces were most accurately planed under exactly the same tension

to which they were subsequently subjected on the walls of the basin.

The greatest care was also exercised to construct the towing car

so that it would be free from ~-ibrations. Neverthcl.ess the brass

plane immediately began to vibrate tra,nsvcrsely to the line of at-

tachment and at a speed of 6 m/s it suddenly bent double. It was

carefully straightened and remounted with still

On April 14 it was again ready for use. In the

periments with the joined pairs of tapered ends

greater accuracy.

meanwhile the ex-

had been begun,

Since vibrations also arose in the towing of the 20 mm and 10 mm

end-sectio-ns,the experiments were carried to a speed of only 6

m/s, in ord-erto avoid accidents. The 15 mm, on the contrary,

could be towed at higher speeds,.since tunevibrations were less,

The brass plane twice more suffered the same accident at a

speed of about 6 m/s, so that it was finally raised and towed

with only 200 mm submerged.

In the intervals while the brass plane was being straightened,

~?or the towing experiments with the wooden planes were immediately be-

gun, since all the time had to be utilized, in order to have as

nearly uniform water temperature as possible for all the experi-

ments, there being, at this season of the year, danger of its in-
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creasing rapidly.

contin’ed, all the

towed. The lattc~

Mc~o~andum No. 30~ 13

on MO,Y1, the experiments YJcr12 temporarily dis+

planes, excepting the 10 m plane, having been

was not fi-nishod and was first towed a year

later (April 17, 1917)”at a water temperature of about 10°C.

The results of these experiments arc shown by Figs. 4,5 in

the usual manner. Each. test furnished one -point in a system of

coordinates, whose abscissa represents the w/s and whose ordinate

represents the corresponding resistance. Through the points thus

obtained, curves were subsequently drawn a.saccur,atel.yas possiblee

The dates are also given.

We will first consider Fig. 40 The curves a~e num’oeredin the

order of the experiments. curves 2.,4, 7, 8 and 9 represent the

experiments with the br,assplane with a subve~sion of 375 mm-

Only curves 4 and.7 were completed, the other three bein~ discon-

tinued as unimportant andLconfuci-ng. At the lower speeds these

show a considerable diver,ge-ncefrom each other. Curve

siderably larger resistance values th~n curve 4, which

drawn smoothly through the individual points, since it

7 ohows con-

cannot be

first as-

cends slowly, then steeply and theil,fo’rhigher speeds, forms a

new slowly ascending curve. It is reasonable to assume tha,tcurve

4 first represents Zaminar friction, then a transition stage and

then turbulent friction, ~i~hilecurve ‘i’represents no laminar Stage

at all.* The other curves apparently represent a mixed condition

At higher speed-s,all curves converge into one curve of turbulent

frictional resistance. ,.—.— ——
* At this point, it is appropriate to mention tkat, for ship”models

(Continued. at bottom of page 1-4.)
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The scattering, which occurred in the experiments, can only
>-

be explai”n~”by ““”’animperceptible tension of the planes, or by a

ch~nged condition of their surface from long immersion in water

(opening of glued cracks or roughening of the lacquer) .

The 10 mm pair of tapered end sections gave resistances,

which nearly coincided with tlieabove branching of the resistance

curve of the brass plane. The 15 mm ends, on the contrary, gave a

resistance curve, which at first coincided with the lower fork of

the resistance curve for the brass plane, but subsequently branched

upward. It is possible that a repetition of the towing experiments

with both these pairs of end sections might give the other fork of

the resistance curve of the brass plane, or intermediate curves.

For greater lengths, the branching would surely have ended at

lower speeds, the ‘sameas for ship models, and it is safe to as-

sume that, for planes as well as for tubes, a certain length is

required to produce t-he condition of complete turbulence. For

tubes, Blasius required about fifty times the diameter for the

starting distance, the location of the ~ame being dependent on the

~Contd. from page 13)
two entirely separate resistance curves are obtained. There is no
scattering of the resulting points, which fall either in the upper
or lower resistance curve. For illustration, Fig. 4a is added here-
130w it happens; that in one instance the upper and in the other in-
stance the lower branch is followed, has not yet been explained.

,> No mcans,ha,s yet been found to compel one or the other, for the in-
dividual res~l.tsoften follow one another on one day in the one
branch and on the next day in the other branch. The experimental
apparatus in the Vien-na Institute is so perfect, that a resis’~ance
measurement sel-domfalls outside of the curve subsequently drawn
thzough the individtl.almeasuring points. The branching took place
only for speeclsof 1.1-1.4 m/s and principally with the 5 m model.
On the other hand, the least tempe~ature change in the water had the
expected effect on the results.



speed. Even then w e must oloserwca certain product of the lengtia
.-

times the speed, whose magnitude seems to “Deabout 5 m2/sec. For

ship models, we da not have to calculate the whole le:r+gthof the

surface, but only to the point where the frictional boundary layer

of watex separates.

There is nothing

sectionsO

special to note regarding 20 mm pair of end

This is not the case with the results of the experiments with

the wooden planes plotted in Fig. 5, asiclcfrom the otherwise quite

unwonted- scattering of the mea.surir.~values, in which.a reason for

the difficulty of such experiments is obvious. The absence of

such a noticeable scattering in all the Froucleand Dresden diagrams

is partially due to the fact that substantially lower speeds were

employed and also to the fact that the planes were a~arently

tested only a few times and always on the same day. This would ex-

plain why tineday-effect, now exhibited, either because of a cha-nfle

in the surface ,orin the te-nsion,was not noticed in the earlier

experiments. It might be advisable, in the future, never to I.cave

the plcanesi-nthe watez m,orethan one workinG day and to apply a

new coat of lacquer before nr.chexperiment.

~. ldagr~itudeof Form F??esi~tance.
.> ,.

We must now try to make, from the irregular measu.reme:ltsof

..
the resistances of the brass plane and of the pairs of tapezed end

Y.

sections for the dLib’pkce-mentrei3iSt*ICe of the planes, the aeduc-
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tions necessitated by ‘theresistances of the planes, in order to
,.. . ,.. . . .. .. . ,,,

determine the surface resistance. For this purpose, we will follow

the course already adopted as the basisfor the experiments in

question.

To begin with the determination of the magnitude of the xe-

sistan~e of the brass plane, the smaller submersion depth gave

greater stability. “Table II gives the values obtained. It is seen
●

that these values conform very well to a quadratic speed law.

From them the values for the more deeply submerged planes were cal-

culated, corresponding to the inc~efise in area of the submerged

surfaces, which, with the observed values for tlle,upperbranch of

the fork, axe also given in Table 11. These two values agree very

well, so that they may be regarded as satisfactory for most cases

of tur”oulentfriction. Here also the values

quadratic speed law, as shown in co].umn e.

spend to the experiments wit-h20,0and 375 mim
.

ues in column d were determined by’graphic

as surface resistance.

would conform to a

In order to corre-

submersion, the val-

mcans and regarded
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Table II

13
... ..
Resistance

~

c
. . ..

Resi stance
cnlculat ed

fron
plane 1

E?

I

d I e [! fa
-,>,..

Resi stance
found from

b and c

I Resistance ISpzed

L
according !

to ~ Remarks .
quadratic

law I

g ,i

Braos plane I, lacquered, 1 m long, 200 nm submerged.
Temperature of water, 10.7°C

@

238a)
63

250
563

1.000
1562
2250
3060
40G0
(3520)

1
2
3
4
5

a) Very
v-ariable

551
1001
1552
2225
3036
4000
(3502)

f. 6
7

(7:5)

Brass plane 11, lacquered, 1 m long, 375 mm
Temperature of water 9.7°C.

submergeds

~ 1.06
448

1090
1.935
2940
4170

i b)Read
\ from

upper
branch
of fork

l(@)
449

1112
3-968
2955
4165

137 ‘
446

1033
1876
33~o
41’70

1-17
4.70

1053
1675
2940
4222

5690
7500
(6570)

569(3
7500
(6570)

57Go
7500
(6600)

The deter~ilinationof the form resistance for the tapezed end

sections seems much less reliable. The results of the resistai~ce

measurements are given in Table 111, column b. By subtracting
b>. ,

therefrom the surface resiskancc, we obtain the form resistance

given in column c. This cannot

evident that here a more or less

be negative, however, and it is

laminar friction has created such

the thin-ner end sections, thedisorder. Thereby perhaps, with

. - ., .-..,,-.,
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longer.middle sections produced an especial

we dct-ermi;le”-tlli”seffcct from the available

shall wc finally adopt for the similar lon2

The value of 600 g was adopted as pure

18

effc!ct. But how shal1

data and rhat values

planes ?

form resistance for the

speed of 6 wi/sfor the 20 km end ssctions and it was assumed that

this corresponded to the square of the speed. It would according-

ly give column d of Table 111.

It was further aSsumc& that the form resistance follows

Fzcnu3eIs law of similitude and that it accordingly increases

the third power of the ratio of similitude for which vary

as the square root of the ratio of similitude and for similar

planes. Thus column c of Table IV was obtained. Lastly, the

already-mentioned consideration was accept cd c,ncl

the value of the thus-determined fo~m resistance

from the resistc,ncesof the towed planes and the

then regarded as the surface resistance.

., .,. ... ,., ,, ., ... ,, ... .

three-fourths of

was su”~tracted

remainder was
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Table 111.

I I
——
Speed. ~

. i ~

m

.:... ~ :’:’nce J ‘~~i~~~ ~ .U’d-r,tic=yy

Pair of ends, 10 mm thick, 1 m long, 373 mm submerged.
‘Temperature of water lC.5 C

1
4.6 13 I

; 461 / 22
3 ll~z i

~
-.’2

4 1933 18 i
2958 ~ !30

: 4250 ~~~
I

1

2
3
4

:

(7:5)

.1
2
3
4
5
6

Pair of ends, 15 mm thick, 1 m long, 375 mm

I Tmpera.turc of water 9.7°C

95
322
881

1845
3040
4430
6095
(7000)

i
I - 11

._:l“26
! -209
I - 90

-100

1
320
4.05
(430)

i

submer,?ed.

9
26
80

142
222
320
435
(500)

Pair of ends, 20 mm thick, 1 ‘mlong; 375 rmm submersed.
Temperature of water 10.2°C

130 I

573
1300
2225
3400
4770

24
125
210
290
.460
600

17
67

150
267
’420
600

s,. As shown by Table IV, no important results were obtained from

testing the end sections’and.comparing their resistances with t’nat

of a thin lacquered brass plane, since the for:mresistance, ob-

tained chiefly by all sorts of considerations and but I.ittleby

Ill



direct measurement, averages less than 1% of the total resistance,
.’

so tl-la,t, even without its subtraction, the surface resistance, at

least of the sma,l.1.planes, would seem to “oeobtained wit’n suffi-

cieat ac,e~racyby the simyle towing expcrir.lentwitb ‘the whole

plane. Only with the large planes dots the form resistance (up

to 1.!5~with the 10 m plane) fiually become noticeable.
●

The results were further cvaluatcd, immlediately a,ftm the d c-

termination of the surface resistance, by plotting them in Fig. 9.

Hence as ca,rlyas May, 1916, the corzwct principles vJcreesta_o-

lished, which were corroborated by all subseq~ent’experiments.

Before considering this matter further, however, it seems ad-
.

vi sable to become acquainted. with the progress of the expcz’ime-nts

and the values cbtained and, in conclusion, to give a summary of

them all and of the laws established by they.



Resistances of lacquered wooden planes, all. similar,
with lacquexed brass cnd sections, at low

a
——, —

II/ s

1
2
3
4
5

;

(7:5)

1
2
3
4

:
7

(7!5)

.-

~

.—.——

b c
—.—. .—
Measured Displatcment
resistance ~eeistance
of planes of end sec-
and,end tions alone
sections

.- —.

e

Di.E@zLc(xmxlt
resistance
of end sec-
tions in
combination
with the
planes

~“— —..

rater tem-pemj-tureo—
e

..— .———.—

Surface
resistance

of
planes

~.-.
plane 1025 m 10ng;.tCriipCraturcof writer1.O.2°C

r-

1;;
280
480
750

1035
13s0
17’70
(1570)

O*35 [ o i 15

3.2 la i 280
5.6 [ 480
8.7 ; [ 74,()
32.5 “ 9 lo~5
17 13 1365
22.4 i 1750
(19.5) / (::) (1550)

Plane 2.5 m long; tempera.tureof water 9.9*C

110
410
880

1550
23~0
3220
440’0
5840

(5120)

Plane 5 nl.ong; te(flperatureof water 9070C

400 5*55 \
1550 2202 i
3310 50 i
5700 89 1
8620 139
12040 200 !
16200 “272
zll~o 356
(18590) (313)

4
17
37
6’7

104
150
204
267
(235)

400
1540
3270
5620
8520
11890
16000
20910
18350)
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Table IV (Cont.)

Resistances of lacquered wooden planes, all similar> .
with lacquered brass end sections. at low water temncmatureo

a
—.—.

SPecd

m/s

a-rid

for

l.. ,,..

b

Measured
resistance
of planes
and end.
sections

c

Displacement
resistance
of end sec-
tions alone

.

d e

Displacement ‘
resistance Surface
of end scc- resistance
tions in of
combination planes
with the
planes

g g

Plane 7.5 m long; temperature of water 10.7”C

840
3240
6860

11790
18010
25320
34000
44000

(3f3~60)

12.48
49e9

121..4
2(jO

/ :$
612
799
(703)

I

9
37
91

1-so
236
337
~59
599
(527)

830
3200
6770

1-1640
17’770
24980
33540
43400
(38330)

Plane 10 m long; temperature of vJater8.3°C

1450
5670

12360
2124.0
31780
44320
59600

---

(68300)

22
89

200’
356-
556
800

~ogo
1420
1252)

17
67

150
26’7

817
1315
(940)

143O*
5600

12210
209?0
31360
43720
58’780
---

(67360)

6* The Wide 5–Meter Plane and the 5-lIeterPlane

at Different Degrees of Submersion.

.:.... f

*400 g
at

0.5 m/~

We have already referred to the construction of a 5 m plane

of a similar plane with twice the submersion depth, to be used

the similitude experiments, and briefly indicated the reason

. ... ,,, .,..,. .,, . .,, ..,.-,. ,,, ,., . .--—.—
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t~erefor, which we will now explain More fully.

If we consider a.plaile,of inf’~nitely small thickness in front,

standing vertically in water with i$s upper edge pro jec’tlngzit is

evident that the upper portions of the surface> when the plane is

moving ‘horizontally> a,ffcct only the lateral layers of w,a~erland,

since all portions of the surface have the same speed.,we way,

perhaps, assume (a sufficient width of the plane being taken for

gTanted) that every upper particle of the surfn,ceacts on a water

prism perpendicular to the surfr.co.

But, on the lower M.c;eof the plane, the water particles can

pass from one sMe to til~ot“ncrand, since the layer of moving

water acquires thickness with incrcnsi”nglcmgths it is obvious

that under the lower edge of the plane there is al~o a layer of

water of corresponding thickness, which ‘mustbe carried along by

the lower portion of the plzme.

This absorbs power mni,.the lo8icd conclusion is that nar~ow-

er planes must have a grcater specific surface zeslstancr? than

wider planes. It is thexcfore desire.ble$ for the d ctermination of

the general law of surface resistance of rectangular planes, to

try towing experiments not only with planes of various lcn@hs,

but also of the same lmgth but different widths,

The wider %meter plane was towed on April 25 ancl26, 1916,

along with the first experiments with similar planes. The results

are therefore included in Fig. 5. The resistance points, at the

higheSt s-pCeds, showed considerable scatte~ing, probably due to



,; -- ---

,>-

disturbing vibrations. It is indeed conceivable that such a wide

plane of-such thinness is -more flexible than a thicker one and

that a greater length of the flexible body comr,m.nicatesits vibra-

tions more readily to the holding device, however rigid the latter

&y be. It was therefore endeavored to draw the curves’through

the points of minimum resistance, especially for the highest

speeds.

t%

Speed

m/,s

b

Resistance
of plane
with end
sections

Displacement
resistance
of eildsec-
tions com–
bined with
plane

E3

e

Surface resistance
calculated from
that of the plane
sub”merqcd250 mul

Plane 5 m long, 500 rnmsubmerged; water temperature lCo20C

1
~
3
4:

:
7

(7:5)

780
2950
6360

10980
16800
23700
31910
41940
(36680)

‘9
34
74

134
208
300
408
534
(470)

’770
2920
L290

10850
16590
23400
31500
41010
(36210)

784
3050
6480

11130
16870
23550
31700
.41400
(36150)

Table V contains the numerical values of the measured resist–

ance, that found for the form resistance and, in column d, the

difference between the former two, as the surface resistance at

various speeds. For comparison, the proportionate resistance of

the 5 m plane, submerged 250

calculated by tuneformula w

mm, is given in column e, This is

1.o1-
X 0.51> in which w denotes the

Q_-,.,,.,, .--:. ..... . ..,.—. —- ....---------- . . .. ..



surface resistance of the first plane. -4shere shown, the sPe~ific

surface..xesistance of t-newider plaile (coluw.n d) is small-ert-nan

that of the na~rower plane (column e), notwitlnstanding the pocsi--

bility of greater vi.brations-

This result em@iasized the need of further expcri-men’fation

with narrower and narrower submerged-surfaces, by,letting the 5 m

plane projcct farther zmd-farther above the water ●
It was not un-

til April, 1~17, t-hattime was found to p~rform thesc experimentss~

the average temperr.ture of the wat m then being 8°C.

First, the 5 m plane ra.s apa.intowed wi Ya a submersion of

250 rum,in order to connect with the previous experi~ents and also,

as 5.basis of comparison. It was then towed at submersion depths

of 150, 100, 50 ~nd 25 i~lmjthe results being shown in Fig. 6. It

irmnediately b ccari~eevident t“nr.t the resistance was not pzoportio-n-

al to the su-kmlersionjbut inCl”CCLSOdmore slowly th,ant-nedept-nof

submersion. In order to keejjon the safe side ad not incur the

risk of havi-ngto hunt for a cause in the lead keel and its method

shown by Fig- 3, the re-

with the former plane.

increased the resist-

of at tachrlcnt, another piano without any lead keel was quickly

constructed and.towed in the same way~ As

suits aogree throughout with those O’btainecl

The objection that greater vibrations

ante of t’helower portion of the surface cannot be denied, but

nevertheless the smaller specific resistance of the twice-a s-~-~ide

plane was obtained ●
The numerical values of these experi.r~entalre–

suits and the surface resistance obtained therefrem, in a ma-nner

I ..
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similar *G that previously employed, are contained %n T_ableVI.

The displacement resistance was considered as-proportional to the

submersion depth and “was taken from Table IV.
[,
I If we coxapaxeth~ surface resistance, now found for the 5 m

,, plane and a submersion depth of 250 mm, with th~xpreviously ob-

tained, we observe that the “later results are throughout sog@z@$

greater than the carlicz.
.,..

This is partially due to thgf%=wer.4em–
.,.

perature of the water. The balance my be reasona.blyregarded

as coming within the limits of t-heaccuracy attainable in ~xpe~=

ments of this kind.

The further evaluation of the experimental results w%I1 be

made later, in connection with all the others.

7. Experiments in Wa,rrn‘~(ater.

It is comprehensible that an endeavor should be made to deter-

mine the effect of the water temperature on the experiments with

pIanes, for the sake of completeness. This experiment is easily

performed with tubes, since it is relatively easy, without great

expense or troublesome ,devices, to heat the requisite ar.lountof

mater to quite a high temperature. It is otherwise in experiments
)
i

with planes on the scale under consideration. The artificial heat-

ing of the 8000 to 9000 rn3of water in the basin was not practi-... ..

. cable. It was only pyac++cable t: utilize tbe natural summer in-

crease in temperature: It was extren~ly doubtful, however, as to

whether the few degrees difference would give sufficiently accu-
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rate results, due to the difficulty of pcrforrfl~.ng really perfect

experiments’”with regard to so many otb.crfacto”rs.

Table VI.—— . —
Resistance” of a lacquered plane, 5 m long and 10.mm thick, towed
at different submersio-n-dcptils in ka,terwith an average temperature
of 8°c* Experiments performed in April} 1917..

~-
.———-—

—

/Ins

1
2
3
4
5

;
(7.5)

1
2
3
4
5
6

(7:5)

1m..,,, .
2
3
4

:
“7
(7.5)

.

— —

b J c
t I d

Measured. resistance /I Di spl.acement I sl~rface resistance
of pla-neswith ta– 1 resistmce ! (in round numbers)
pered end sections ~ 1

g t g i g

8

50
220
490
840
12Q0
1610
2190
(2550)

90
360
785

13’70
2085
2335
3950
(4500)

160
530

1405
2~80
3750
5240
7030
(8060)

Submersion depth 25 mm I

0:4
7..7
3.7
5.7

1004
15
20.4
(23.5)

Submersion depth 50 nm !
I

008
3.4

i

7.4 ~

1304
20.8
30
40.8
(47)

Submersion dppth 100 n-mI
“1

I 1.6 ‘1!
608

14.8
~

50
220
49()
830
11-90
1595
2160
(2525)

90
360
780

1355
2065
2905
3910
(4450)

26.8 ~ 2455
41.6 3’710
60 i 52.80
81.6 6950
(94)

~
(‘%6.5)

—
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Table VI ( cont. )

-.,
Resi”;%a”~ce‘of a lacquered plane, 5 m long and 10 mm thick, towed at
d~fferefit submersion depths in wat~r with an average tempera,tureof
8JC. E.xocrimcmts ncrfoz’med in A-oril. 1917’.

a,

1

:
4

:

(7:5)

1
2
3
4

:

(7:5)

.. . .

b
I
I c

I
i d-

~f~asu~ed resist~nce
of planes with ta–
pered cnd sections

D isplatement
resietancc

Surface resistance
(in round numbers)

244
995

2105
3565
5390
7560

10250
(11850)

400
1570
3330

5730
8700
12340
16630
(l&’980)

Submersion depth 150 MO

2.4
10*2
22.2
40,2
62.4
so

122.4
(141)

Submersion depth 250 mm

4
17
37
67

104
150
204
(235)

240
985
2080
3525
5330
7470

1.01z5
(11710)

395
1555
3230
5660
8595

12190
16425
(18745)

It was nevertheless decided to try the experiment and it was

hoped at least to verify the values previously obtained, even

though the results might not be accurate enough to determine the

,. effect of the heate Unfortunateely, it was impossible to restore

the more or less scratched pla%ies to their original perfect condi-

tion, which we Would have been glad to do. Time was lacking and

shellac had become extremely rare, owing to the block=de, so that
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we could not lacquer the planes as a wholej but only the toughest

places. . The’experiments were perfGrrncd in the period from August

24 to 293 19169 Not much tine could be devoted to them and con-

sequently not all the planes could be used. In order, howev&c,

to obtain as comprehensive results as possible, the brass plane

and the pairs of tapered”end sections were again used in the ex-

periments.

The results of the individual experiments

No scattering was Observed$ with the Cxception

the experiinentswith the 7.5 m planes. Tablcs

are shown in Fig. 7.

of two results of

VII and VIII give

the numerical values of the curves drawn through the individual

measuring points=

Table VIIO
“~ -

a b c ! d

J-
Speed Measured Calculated resistance Difference fro-m

resistailce for 375 mm submer- resi~tance of

(m/s)
sion depth brass plane

g g g

Lacquered brass plane, 1 m long, 2●3 cm thic$, 200 mn s@~~lerged*
I Tcri’iperatureof water 1805 C

1
2
3
4

:

(7:5)

75
250
570

Z040
1640
2340
3140

140
470

1070 ~

1950
3070 I

4380
I
i

5880 1
I

,

.
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a- ---

Speed

~~“ (m/s)
.—

1
2
s
4
5
6
,?

(7.5)

1
2
3
4
5
6

(7:5)

1
2
3
4
5

?
(70-”5)

30

Ta?il.eVII (Cent*)
z

b ~ c
“~ ~
t

i
Measured Calculated resistance

I
Difference frem

resistance for 375 mrlsubner- resistarce of
sion depth brass plane

~ ~ 1 8
! 1

air of end sections, 10 mm thick, 375 mm submezged.
Temperature of wate~ 18.7°C

Ng

1250
2110
3170
~~()()
5870

I 90
I 180

~ 1.60

! I.GO
1 20
I -lo

I

pair of en~L s@tions, 15 ‘fFfi‘kiick, ‘7~om”n ‘ubrJcr&edc
Temperature of water l~e { C

14@ *
560

1220
2090
3200
453(3
6080

1

1 150
200

!
.i

.

Pair of end sections, 20 mm thick, 375 mm submerged.
Temperature of water 1.8.8°C
I

1(30** 1
630

1320

4700
6300

* Greater tb-an‘previous~Yfound= .

1::
250
24-0
240
320
420

** ~oun~ gye~te~ below, the same a.bgv~?as.compared wit-hprevious
nea surernents. End sections p,-ndplanes we~e both probably
sowiewh-atscratched (
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By compazing Tables II and VII, we

of the brass plane uas so-mew-fiatSreater

it was previously in tunecolder water.

find that the resistance

i-n,the warmer water than

This inconsistent result

W2S probably due to the somewhat imperfect condition of the sur–
:-

faces in the later expsrtments. The sane is the case with the

two pairs of smaller end sections,(Sce Tables 11 and VI). Only

the pair of end sections 20 mm thick gave, in part, smaller re-

sults t?lar.previously.

Even if the results of these summer experiments serve -no <

other purpose, they constitute a valua’olc confirmation of the win-

ter experiments and arc ~epcatcd ilcrcae such and ac a proof of the

need of absolutely perfect surfaces aad of tiledifficulty of ob–

taining ~eliable data from such exrporiiments.

Table ‘;111.

Resistance of similar nle.nes and of a
“——.

a

speed

m/s

1
2
3
4
5
El”

(7:5)

I:_

———
b

!i[easured
resis-tmce
>f planes

vJit?l
tapered

end
sectio-ns

g
——..—_

Plane

“110
410
,E~o

1540
2350
3230
4480

(5100)

c I d

---4---
Surface {Difference
resistance! from
(in round Table XV,e
numbers )

t

I

f

~ifferencel Surface
Of pre– !resistance at

1500 mm submersionviously
measux ed I

Icalculated from

resistance 250 ‘m’”‘“”bfilersio’
surface

4

2.5 m long, 5 nunthick, 125 mm submerged.
Temperature of wator 18.8°C

110
410
870
l~~o
2380
3190
4430
(5030)

o 0
0
0 :

-10 ‘ -0.6
+30 +1.3
-1-20 +0.6
+9o +0.42
(-20) (-0.4)



‘-’Resistance “of simila~ planes and of a wider plane in warmer water.

d e

Difference ~ifference
from of pre–

Table IV,e viously
‘measured
surface
resistance

b

!Ieasured
resistailce
Jf planes

with
tapered

end
sections

!3

fc

Surface
resistance
(in round
numbers)

Gurfa,ce
resistance at
500 -mmsubmersion
calculated fro-m
250 mm submersion

g“
Plane 5 m long, 10 mm thick, ’250 m]~submerged.

I Temperature of water 18.8°C ]

430 430 + 30 +7
1570 1550 + lo +0,6
3300 3250 - 20 -0.6
5620 5550 - ’70 -1.3
8450 8350 -170 -2.1

12920 11750 -140 –1,3 I

16240 16040 + ’40 +0025
(18700) (184’70) (+120) (+0.65)

Plane 5 m lolig,10 mfithick, ~500 mm submerged.
I Temperature of water 18.5°C I

800
2940
6230

10770
1,.6460
23240
31360
(35760)

790
2310
6160
10640
16250
22940
30950
(35290)

- 20
- 10
-130
-2i0
-340
-460

I
-2.5 I 852
-O*35 I 3070
–2.1 ~ 6440
--3.4 11000
-2 s1 16550
-1.9 23300
-1.8 31s00
(-2.5) (36600)

1’

-550
(-g~o)“’+.

Plane 7.5 m long, II-5mm thick
~ Temperature~of water

375 mm submerged.
.8.4°C I

1I890 1 880
-3210 3170
6790 6640

11580 11420
17950 1’7710
25420 25080
33950 33500
(38500) (37970)

— —.

+ 50

i 3:
=120
- 60
+100

(:3::)

—

+5.7 i
-1
to - i
-1
-oe3” ]
+0.4 1
–0.12 i
(-0.9) i

I
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The experiments with the wooden @Z&ie6 having taperkd brass

end sections came out better, (See Tables VI and VIII) . The exper~-

ments with planes in warmez water gave~ throughout, the anticipated
& - ,.............,— ,—.—..—-..
.>.

smaller resistances.I The difference seems too small, but, when we,.,
\

J
.“ consider that the end sections alone in warmer water, as already

,~,.-
1 demonstrated, gave greater values than previously in the colder
\

water, then these results must be regarded as very satisfactory,

in view of the experimcnta conditions.

In this connection it may be opportune to call attention to

the fact that the lacquer separates easier from the metal than

from the wood, so that, with repeated use, the end sections devel-

oped relatively more roughness than the wooden planes between

them, especially as they were used more. This affords a simple ex-

planation for the apparent inconsistencies and enables us to as-

sume a greater

tion than that

8.5°C.

resistance difference for a uniform suxface condi-

obtained for the temperature difference of about

As the deduction for the displacement resistance, the sa,me

values as before were employed. The differences thus obtained in

absolute

and e.

with 500

and percentage values are given in Table VIII, col..umnsd

The best values were apparently given by the 5 m plane

mm submersion,

If we again compare them with the new values of the ‘narrower

e= plane (Table VIII, column f), we again find”that the wider plane

shows a smaller specific resistance than the narrower plane and we

l-i
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can perceive in this fact a new proof of a special resistance gen-

erated by the lower longitudinal edge.

‘The valu”es for the”low speeds must bc employed in all cases

with discretion, since any experimental errors axe expressed the
i
/ most strongly as percentages.
~.

.
80 Renewed Experiments with the 10-Meter Plane.

Previously the 10 m plane had to be towed with apparatus de-

signed for smaller stresses. Strong springs had to be aclded,in,

order to ~Xeasurethe great resistances and, rxoreover, the support

was too weak for the strong oscillations of the heavy plane. The

evaluation of the results afforded cause for fearing that lineex-

peri~ents had, throughout, given too large values. Hence it was

planned to

ishing the

in length,

repeat the expcrirxentswith the 10 r,plane, after fin-

strong apparatus designed for towing planes up to 20 i~~

Unfortunately, other deramds on the Institute delayed

the execution of tii~eseplans until March 1, 1918~

Table IX.

a ‘ b c

Speed Resistance of Displacement resistance
plane with of end sections i-n
er.dsections combination with the

planes
m/s ~ I ~

s-, I Plane 10 m long,
1- 1450 I

500 mm submerged
17

in wa

2
3,
4

2

(;.5)

5300
11700
20600
31200
433(3(3

(:%8)

67
150
267
417

1 1111111 1111 ,,, , ,,, ,,,, ,.,, ,,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,.,, .,,---.,.. . . . . . . ,,, ,

d
—.

Surface
resistance
(round numbers)

g“
o

;er at 7.1 C
14’30
5230

11550
20330
30780
42700

(%%)

,( ,,
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Table X. .

Xn values for similar surfaces and for a dissimilar brass pl.a-nc.

e .

Temperature
of water

deg~~es c
—

IO*2
909
9;7

10*7
8.3

10.7

dba c

?,
Length of
plane

m

1.25
2.5

!.5
10 ,
1

Brass plane

* Read fro

Resistance at
speed of 1 rii/s*

Area in . .

LpI&

0.1593
0.637
2.548
507’35

10.192
0.402

0?034
0.109
0.405
0?865
1.48
0.078

0.214
00171
0.159
00151
0e145
00195

9 (in kg).Fig. .

Table XI.

Dresden experiments In 1908.
, 8 mm thick,Resistance of pknes of various lengths.

eter, coated with dull ground lacquer.
768 mm perim-

-b”

Z=l.6 m

d
——
1=4.6 m

a

Speed in m/s

c

‘1=3.6 m

e

L=6.5 m

1 0.2
0,8
1.’75
3’05
—-
4.6

0,45
1.63
3.5
5.81

9:;3
—

oe445

0.56
2.07
4.36
7.37
—-

13-03’7

O*75
2.80
5.95

23

3

(4[5)

Resistance’ at 1 m/s speed,
wheil it increases with the
1.875 power of the saw.e
(calculated) .

10.12
(12.65)

—-

0.750005500.220

0.163 00156 00150

The experiments, in fact,.gave I-owervalues, notwithstanding

the lower *temperature of the water (See Fig. 8 and Table IX)z BTo

time remained to investigate the scattering of the ~esults betw~en

5.4 and 6 m/s.
,.

..,,,, .,..,.... .-. . .. . ...--——... - . ..——.-— —- —. —. —.——.—..



Fig. 9 gives the results of the

The abscissas and ordinates are both

purchasable 10garithmic“paper c;uses*

experiments witlhthe planes.

divided logaritlnnica12y (‘dhe

the zero point to be located

on the right-hand side). The resistances for each whole and in

part for each half meter of speed were first plotted on the left-

hand side from the curves obtained i-nthe,resistance experiments.

As already mentioned~ the diagram was only-produced gradually,

the re.mlts of Froude~s experiments in 1872 and of tileDresden ex-

periments being also incorporated.

Froudeis results were taken directly from the curves given

by~him for the coating with Hays (lom~~ositionand recalculated for

meters and kilograms (Table XII). Tnis coating gave, throughout,

the smallest values and wst tlnereforcke regarded as the smoothest

smoother even than the lacquer, also used, which gave a s~-ight~Y

smaller resistance for only the shortest plane. Table XI gives

the values of the Dresden experiments for ground lacquer.

In comparing the resistances in the logyarithmic diagram, we
.

immediately note that all the resistance lines are straight and

have exactly the same slope. The only exception is the narrowest

5 m plane in its cent~al section, but at higher speeds, it also

follows exactly the same law as the othezs. In view of what has

already beem said concerning the combination of turbulent a-ridlam-

inar frictions it cannot be considered strange that, for lo~~er

speeds and sb.orterplanes, the resistance should lie below the

f‘ii , ,, . ,. -.,,..,...,,, .. . ..—.—..-—-———-..——
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corresponding straight line. It can~ however, be confidently as-

serted that all resistances, due to a turbulent condition, co~form

to the same law of potential speed, regardl-essof whether the

planes are long or short, wide or narrow. This law’is followed not

only by the 5 m

Froudets planes

accuracy as can

not judge as to

but’ the Dresdeil

plane in all its deg’rees of submersion, but also by

and the Dresden planes with as great a degree of

be expected in this sort of experiments. We can

how carefully Froude~s experiments were executed,

experiments were performed without haste and with

the greatest care 7ay the writer himself. It is self–evident that

the plane 60 cm long will-not conform, if it is remembered that

approximately v 2 = 5 #/sec. is the lower limit of the purely

turbulent condition.

It is now clear as to how it happened that both Frou6e and

the writer earlier found decreasing powers of the speed and adopted

them as the basis of t’neirresistance formulas. It was simply be-

cause the more or less laminar condition was considered. But the

recent investigation, which considerably raised tineattainable

speed limit, establishes with the greate~t certainty yet attained

(excepting for low speeds and short planes with V1 s 5 m2/sec.),

the law that the resistance values of turbulent friction, for

square-edged planes with smooth su~faces, inc~ease, for every

ratio of the len”gth to the wid_thwith unapprecia,bY-ethickness, ex-

actly as the 1.875 power of the sneed.—.
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symbols will now be introduced:

lengtho.f plane in

submerged width of

submerged vertical

thickness of plane

meteys;

plane in meters;

perimeter of plane in lileters;

in meters;

measured resistance of planes and tapered ends in kilo–
grams;
displacement or form resi.sta,ncein kg;

surface resistance in kg;

resistance of longitudinal edge in kg;

W+wl’-,when thickness = zero;

specific surface resistance at any point in kg/m2;

speed in m/see.;

coefficient of turbdlent friction for pure surface re-
sistance;

coefficient of friction for infi-nitely t’hiriplanes of
Siven shape; .

density of liquid in kg/m3;

The discovered-law is therefore:

w.P
= ~7.F’i’5 c

in which c is a constant peculiar to t-heplane under concid.era-
. ..- .. .
tion.
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Table XII-

Froude~s Experiments, 18’72. ‘

Resistance of planes of various lengths, 4.762 mm thick, 964=78 mm
submerged perimeter, coated with “Hays Cor.positional(w’nichgave tll~

least resistance).
I

a b \ c ~~— .—

Speed
t

Resistance Plane 1, length 1.524 u
ms ! Feet per’minute i of air(lb.)1 lb. @

1 196.854 ~ O*O5 I 0=61 0.277
2

I 393.708 [ 0.12 I
i

2.51 1.139 ‘
590.562

(3:5) . I 0.18 6.0 2.72
688.979 I 0.21 ‘ 8.07 3.66
797.416 I 0.24 1 10.36 4.*7

Resistance at a speed of 1 m/s /
when it i-ncreaseswith the 0.345
1.875 power of the same. i

t
e f 1 g

Plane 11,
length 4.87’7m

l-b. ??~.-..-L..

.. 1.75 0.794
6*58 2.935
14.17 L.43
19.0 8.62
24.21 10.98

Resistmce at a
speed of 1 fil/swhen .
it i-ncreaseswith the 0.81
1.875 powey of the

Plane 111, plane IV,
length 8.534 m length 15.24 m

lb. ‘kg lb . kg

3.25 1.475 5.1. 2.31
11.40 5.17 17.98 8.16
23.97 :.0.37 38.37 ~y ● ~o
31.7 14.39 50.7 23.00
4!).09 18.18

-.——

1.34 2.16

sa.ime.. .. .—. . .. —..
Ap 0.172 \ 0.153 0.147

II
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Table

w. FToTuiets Spccd Experirfl.cnts.-.. .,-- .,,—-.

“a

Length of plane (m)

1

0.61
2Y44
6.10
.5.24

b ““
——

Lacquer

2.0
1.85
1.85
1..83

40

c
—.

.Paxaffin

1.95
1.94
:-*93

While William Frouiie considered the exponents diminishing

with the length as correct (Table XIII) , his son, R. E. Froudc ~

(Transactions of the Inst. of N.A., 1888,,R.E., Froude “On the

Constant SystemT1 etc.), on the basis of his father’ s and his own

experiments, believed in the adoption of the exponent 1..825for

all lengths. The Dresden experiments had, however, already

shown this exponent to be too small. At that time the resistance

curves, calculated with these exponents, were introduced into the

diagram and it can be seen that the measured ~esistances in the

~ower

tion,

cate.

portion of the curves are smaller, but, in the upper por-

gradually grow l.ar$er,than the computed curve would indi-

The reason R.E. Froude calculated his expone-ntstoo small,

lies probably in the low speeds, which led to a greater allow-

aflcefor the larninarfriction.

Tnis greater exponent now a~ears to be confirmed, even by
,3 ,..-

the resv’ltsof earlier experiments.

For motion phenomena in liquids, in which the viscosity plays

the deciding role, Osborne Reynolds adopted an especially favor-

Il.’_ — .. . . ..— .—-—--——. .!
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able form of the law of sir~ilitude. (Reynolds, ‘fPhil.. T:~amac-

t’i-ons“’bfthe Royal Society of London, Vol. I-74,1883, pp. 235 an

273.)

This law has been derived by Blasius (lJXitteilun~en~her F“or-

schun,~s~rk~eiter,auf dem Ge’oiete des In.Sen.ieur~7eserls1iNo. 131,

1913, p. 5) and ‘mo~e.Tecer.tlyby We’oer (J_ahrbuchdcr Schiffi~a,u.-

technischen Gcsell schaft, 1919) ● The latter pyese-ntcd the entirs.

subject in such a clear apd compreherisive ;:fia~lgerin b.is lecture

!!~ie G~~nd~a.qen der }.:?.nll~.lch?:elIS..... . “t -“~pcha,lj.kmad ih.re V erwertun;s

bei lliodeil.ve~suehenu.ntey ‘cesonder.;r!?eyficksichti:wr.~:schiff’oau-

technischer Ani’ordem.mgenll‘ocfcre tlle “;chiffkaut eclmische Gesell–

schaft!’in Maxchj lgl~, that it is here Tjetter simply to refer tO

it, thzm to Iilake an abstz7act Cf’it. T-ne essential points for

the Vresent research can he ;~ore::eadily gathered from We’cer’s

article.

.4nirrpoz%ant f’orw of R qyxolds law of similitude reads:

1’If two notio.g.phenomena ta’kc~nla.ce in a mcchanica.lly simila~:

manner in ‘noncompressible f:luidsunder ‘tke sole action of Vis>

cosity, then the correspond.ins expressions
(V)~~~ and ~

give the safim;tqmolds nu~mber ‘$.“ AS a nondimensional ~oeffi– ,

cie’mt,‘v is t-rid.cpendent of tilemass units emploY~~-,so tkat its

calculation (always on the asrlumption of ~lecha~ic~l]..ysimilar

t-nesalne-JaY~&ein the &j.ffel-ent sys.t&?ls.phe-nomena) .qives ,

Under these conditions, every t7Joccrrespo-nding farees are di–

rectly ‘?:opo~tio-naZto i-nesquares of the viscositj~ coefficients
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and inversely proportio”ns.1to the density of the two fluids. If
-“-$>

. the fluids are alike in t’nese respects, the forces exerted on

the full-sized object and on the mode?.are of equa,lma~mitude.

Il_jfk and K represent .tlnegiven forces, then

0s, on introducing the characteristic ~ ,

Fence

When plotted in a rectan~Tar ;,.,--~~t~,mof cOor~i-sates, it ~i-res

the curve Of tileChara.cterifltiC c.

11~ach l~oLje~e~:~~ri;~elltyiel.dsa iie.finitc Rcy-nO1.dsnumber

~=+ as absci ssa a:~c~a definite characteristic c ‘“;~2

(likmise a pure rwmbcr) as ordinate, a pa:r of v-a.lusswhich are

u.nchangeab?.efor all n]cc:nmitally simikm phenomma. and IIence also

for the ‘Aprincinal.ohcn-om.eno~...

“TWeC~,~i also expres)sthe model force in the form of t-hege-n–

c_r_allaw o:?si].ni1itude (k.=a p FV2) and thus obtc,in a as a

f’unctioriOf ?!.!!

From tkis presentation of Reynolds law of similitude, it

follows that, for the case w’heiltF.e ~esistance of a surface fol–
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lows a notential .I.a.wof t~lespeed,. the same potential la~ a..p~l.ics

,for the ratio i/v~ when ~ = f~ . The powers, however, ~ilu.stbe

the same as for v, so that the resu?.tant expression will.also

be nondimensional.

If wo should -then succeed in determining what potential law

of the len~;ththe resistances of similar surfaces follow for dif-

ferent lengths but the same sp,ced,we would tlnencome very near

the potential law for U.

Hence, in Fig. 9, the resistailCesfountifor similar planes

are plotted on the

for vari~us speeds

equal speed.● TIIUs

right side apa.instthe l.en~tlmas a.bscissas..I

and lines are dravJn’t-nroughthe points,of

we find that the sa.rlepotential Iawj as for

the speeds, also applies to tunelengths, since all lines are par-

allel to those nreviousl~? obtai-ned, where ~TN7 was plotted as a

fu-nctionof the s-peed. Only the resistances of the sma,llest

planes (1.25 a long) did not a~ree, but were too large. Tinesec-

ond law would accordingly read: ll’T’hcresistances of similar

smooth surfaces i-ncrease, fo~ the same speed, a,sthe 1.875 power

of the lengths of the surfaces.’1
.

Hence it seems to be demonstrated that, at leact for all

other planes., the Reynolds law applies partially in its one case,

since it was fOUD.d that ~ = a (v Z)I-P75, (5)

The important fact that the resistance of similar plzLn~s,

having the same speed, varies with 2’”’75, which we can confi-

dently assume to have been demonstrated by the experinlent~j leads

,.



to a series of further general conclusions rcgardin.g the rc~ist~

a-riceof planes.

l%c oId Freudc formula wouId now rcad

‘P = Ap Fvl”’75 (6)

in.which AD* is independent of the length; so thatJ.

. hp=f(t) (7)

If hp (designated by Ap(l) for 1.m length of plane and 1 m/s

speed) were

lengths and

periments.

known, we could calculate the resistance ‘P for all

speeds for similar planes like those used in the ex-

In all cases, a pure turbule-nt condition must natur–

ally be adopted as the basis. T;ICwould then haVe

On the assumption that the surface resistance is proportional to

the width, it is possible for us to calculate from ~p(1) the

resistance ).p per u-nitarea of variously shaped planes. If

WI represents the resi-stanceof a surface of 1=1 for v =*1

and f tinesubmerged surface, we then have

and

(9)

Fig. 9 shows that, in fact, the calculated A-p values for

* ~ = coefficient for vanishingly thin planes of the given form.-
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vazious plane lengths conform
,...,.

for “the-s)eed of 1 m/s, there

]?0.3& ~.~

to this law. As the resistance

was occ~.sio-nallyad.opted the inter-

section point of the line, plotted a~ainst the speed as tineab-

scissa, with the 1 m ordinate. This resistance was divided by

the mass of the given submerged surface in m2 (Table X). The

values previously found in Dresden, when computed with 1.875 as

the power of the speed,”conform well with tr.ela~~for t’nevaria-

tion of ~o. We only need to assume that the temperature of the

water in Dresden wa”s somewhat higher tha-nin the recent experim-

ents (Table XI), but it is hardly possible to reconcile tk.ere–

with the considerable upward deviation of Froudel s values (Table

XII) , Here the planes inusthave been rou~her or there must “have

been some other disturbing factor.

It is also obvious ‘chatthe resistance of the 1.25 m plane

will not conform to the
%

curve, because it dogs not even con-

form to the powe~ curves of 1. The one–meter long brass plai~e,

however,
m

gave a satisfactory result.

The numerical value of ““P may be easily foulidfron the cor–

responding lines of Fig. 9, giving

A?p= 0.1.95(about) (10)

Froudefs complicated ‘numerical table of resistances with re+,.. ,..L,, ., ,,, ,. .-., -
lation to linelength are no longer tenable. The resistance of a

smOOt’hsurface of any size, for scnyspeed, may now be found ac-

cording to Froude! s formula, with omission of the specific &avi-

ty of the water, as follows

.
—
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● 875
% = “P ‘--o” ’25 F ‘7

= ().lg~ ~-o” 125 Fv30 875 (11
... ,,,.

The effect of the tcmgeraturo of the wat~r is O-mitted.iil

Froudel s fozwula. Accordin~ to OUT ex?criments, the new val:J-cs

would be cor~ect only for about 10°C.

From the equation ~UEt fo~.ndfor Surf~CC TCSiSt~~Cc, WC C?273

also determine tilespecific resistance at any point and at my

di~tance from the leadin~ edge. If Jfi:ccall this distance L

and calculate the resistance curve for different lengths for a

width of onc rfictermxl for one and the sane speed, tb.en the ta.n–

,gentat ar.ypoint of this rcsistwnce curve gives the specific

surface resistance at the corresponai-n,gdi st~.nce from the l@~Ling

edge. (See Gtim’bel,llDasP~o”oleindcs Oberf l&cllell~vitLerstandes,1’

P“ 474 in the llJahrbuchder Schiffbautechni se-hen~~esellschaft,11

vol. 14, 1312.)

d.f WnGL
‘Jp(specific) = dL

(12)

Now, if me call ~=s, yr~ ‘ha,vc1

jw-p d L= NnL@”3a5Xl L=hp 1,0”675. ‘“ ;

and hence 0.875 ~-c”’25 for v=l’m (13)‘?JP(specific) = Ap

or, for a~y Kiven speed V,

J-Jp(specific)= ‘P v“ ‘75X0.875 L~O”125

“:p(specific) = 0.1.93x o.~75 Vl”E’75~71*325

‘p( specific) = 0.1’706V7” 875 L-c”125”

~ 14a)

(14)

—
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Fig J 10 gives two examples each for speeds of 5.m/s and

..8.rn/s. It,also contains ~~mbcl~ s graphic presentation, which mast,. ..-. .—

lead to the same result, though by a more uncerte.in route.

It may bc here remarked that G&nbcl.ts statement, that we can

assume the specific resistar.ce to be practically constant at the

corresponding distance from the leading edge, cannot bc accepted

as sufficiently reliable, in view of the new experiments. Table

XIV is accordingly” introduced here, because it continues, for

still greater lengths tha-nFig. 2.0,the calculated results for

the specific resistance at v=5rn/s and 8 m/s. From this ta–

ble it is evident that the drops kctween 10 and 20, between 20

and 100 a-ridbetween 100 and 10IOOare still-quitc lar;c.

Table XIV.
— —..

I
—

a b c d e
—,

Resistance of surface strips, I Specific surface resistance
for 1 in surface width and at a ~iven distance from

Length various lengths, in kg. the Ieatiing edge, in ]~g/-mz
in t
m Speed, 5 m/s Speed, 8 m/s

-i
Speed, 5 w./s Speed, 8 in/s .

0.1 0.526 1.27 I 4.6 11.1
o.~ 0.965 2.33 4.25 10.25
0.5 2.147 5.18 3.77 9.20

3*95 9.51 3.45 i 8.32
: 7.23 I’7.45 3.18 7.69
3 10.30 24.85 3.04 7.33
4 “ 13.27 32.6 .2.94 7.10
5 1.6.1 58.9 .2.865 6.92

1.0 29.6 71.3 . 2.58 6.24 “
20””’ 54.2 ““’’129.0 - ‘ 2.46 -~ 6.00
100” 222 535 1.94 \ 4.69

1000 16~1 4005 1.46 I 3.51
I

This table also contains a numerical summary of the resist-
-..

1: —.
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‘anees of a one-meter-wide strip of various lengths, which gives

some idea of the tremendow r“esi~ta.nce,”due to surf&.cefriction

alone, w’niehmust be overcome ‘oya large 8wiftly-moving s’nip.

From equation (13) for the resistance of su~faces of one me-
,.

ter width and various lengths at a speed

in resistaiice,due to the Lengthening of

be dctcrmincd. If the resistance of the

of 1 m/s, tne increase

a ~urfa~e, can ~asily

foremost meter i-nlength

is called.1004, wc can obtain a-ninteresting view of the decrease

in surfacs resistance’with incrca.si-ngl.on@h, by calcul-stir..g,

a.ccordi-nqto the followins equation, the corresponding percent- w

ages for the last inetcrin l~ngtli.

w 1 in $ of A = [L0”9~5 _ (L - 1)0’’75] loo (15)

We obtain, e.g. , for

gave 178$, afte~;pure turbule-ntfriction had been attained.

These numbers would hold good for any speed.

Tke evaluation of the experiments had b~~ilcarried thus fa~,

before the introduction of the resistance of the longitudinal
,,

edg&. ‘Sj-ncethe evaluation has not only a ckronoloqical but p.lso

a comparative v~.lue, it h.tasb em here given unc’nanged. ‘
●
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1.0. Rcsi stance

The e.xperi:mcntsdcscribcd in :ection 4 of the prc.sent article

s’hewedthat the a,ssu~:lptionof a resistance on tke lower lon-gitud-

inal ed~e of the towed plan-ewas well founded. This adds to tl~e

difficulty of Getermini-nrzt’hepure surface resista.nce tlli-OUghthe

elinirwtion of t“ncdim:.acme-nt resi stance only one.nore factor

“’be Sou.g’nt.

5–neter–long

1 m/s, hence

ante of the loilgitudinal ed~e, V.-ouId continually “oecome

the deeper the plane is submer;$ed. Colum e of Ta.bl’e

resist–

smaller,

XT gives

the corye~te~ ~fjsisija~cein Fig. 3 at 1 r,l/sfoz the various sub-

... .. .
surface xesis-bar~ce,we still need the following assl?.mption.

r e-

lav7



The dcpe-ndcncc of the Iongi.tudinal-~dge resista~lceOn the wid-th

and length of the plane”is doubtful. Sine~ K1T2ion@.tudin~.l-cage

resistance is due to tilesar~ecause as the surface resists-nce, it

may follow the same laviin ot”nerresgects and it appears simplest

to regard.it as the resistance of an enlarged surface, for the

purpose of.determining its rumerica?.l~amituds.: Uncertain is the

futther tcmporayily nccessary assumption that the longitudinal-

edge resistance is the Same for various s~b~l~r~~dwidths.

Tabl e X*.r.

Resistance of a plane 5 m I.onqand 1 cm thick, of various sub-
merq’edperir-ctcrs, deductiilgfrom rc~~.stancc, for pure turbulent
co-ndition, ai read.from the cu~vc~ of the l.oqarithm resistar’.ce

a

Depth
sub-merged

cm

2?.5
5.0

10.0
15.0
25.0
50.0

.. ..

dilgi”ll-fl~.
I

b i c i ‘-I——— ~ 1
Resistance ~ Vertical \Resista(lce ~

at ~ submerged : pdr .C”:of
~ m/s ~ pe~imeter ~ ?erimeter

kg! cm ; kg—..

0.055 ! 6 ; 0.00217
0.0’37 ~’ . ;: ~ 0.00882
0.180 0.00857
0.260

I
31 0.C0939i

0.408 ~i o ● 00800
0.800 I 101 , 0 ● 00793

e
——
Correct ed
resistailce
at 1 i2/s

lk~
—.

0.0558
ooo~g
(3.178
0.257
0.408
0.800

is the rl:sistanceof tns 5 m plane at a speed of 1
L

r2/s for”the subclersionwid-th a; ~~ 9 the resistance for a nar~o~fi–

er subwlersionwidth b; ‘-a~ tb.cportion of ti~lcver’~icalPeri~Lleter

I ___ _._. _________________ _,_
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wet in t’nefir~t” submersion case; ub , the submerged portion of

. the perimeter in the second case; Z, the length of the plane

““and x the increase in the width of the plane corresponding to

the longitudinal- ed~e resi stance with respect to the resistance

calculation,’ we the-nhave

w~ = Al (Ua + “x)

~ = .Ai(u~ + x)

.

(17)

Thus we obtain, as mean values, ..

A= 0.1565 fcr Z = 5 m (19)

x = 0.0135 m (20)

i. e., the lower edge of the plane offers tl-iesamleresistance as a

strip 1,S5 cm wide of a surface of infinite width but of the same

Iength.

From the magnitude of x, we can perhaps also draw the con-

clusion that, for every degree of an ed,geangle, a perimeter in-

crease of 0.000075 m must be introduced fcr the determination of

the surface resistance. A wire of vani shingly small diameter,

mo.ved .,lo-ngitudi.nally through mat cr, would accordingly meet t’he

same resistance as a‘longitudi-nal strip 2.7 cm wide on an infi-

nitely wide and very tilinplane moving in a straight li:oewit’n

uniform speed in its omn plane. (T-heloncitudinal--cage resistance,
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in determining the resistance

keels, would have to b e found

No ● 308 52

of keels, e~pecially of stabilizing

by experiments with models. )

It must b e acknowledged th&t the inathematical deteriiinati’on

of the undoubtedly existin~ longitudinal-edge resistance yet

stands on a very uncertain basis,
@

but the experiment~ offer ‘no

other solution. Unf’ortunately the resistance exgeri,meritswith

the brass plane failed, because the wide plane, probably due to

the vibratio-ns (which even resulted sev-eral times in the collapse

of the whole plane) , offered too great resistance.

11. pure Surface Resistance.

After learning that, as a matter of fact, alo~~g~~iththe dis-

plac cimentresistance, a longitudinal-edge resistance further in-

creases the difficulty of determining’ the fornulas and coeffici-

e-ntsfor t’hePUI-13surface resistance, we will now 7Griefly consid-

er the irmprovements undertaken i-nthe second direction. Although

the evaluation of the e~perinents has al~eady been undertaken

without suc”hconsideration, this was done, as al~eady stated>

firstly, because this article is intended to gilve,to a certain -

extent, the chronology cal development of the whole matter and,

secondly, to connect up with the oarlier experiments.

Through the assumption of a longitudinal- edg’cresistance,

even the greatly differing W- Froude val~~es for ~ are brought

somowhat nearer the ones now found (Fig” 9) ~ since it is kllo~~n

that W. Froude would havc had to take the longitl~dinal-cd.gere-
. .

I —
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sistance twice into account, because his ‘planes~:ere to~~eden-

tirely submezged. If we further consider that Froude disregarded

both the resistance of the submerged supports (r~hichwere,’how-

ever, ~Tellsharpened) of the planes both, fore and aft, we can,

cffect a furtlner slight i-mprovement in his resul-ts,but, since

the longitudinal- cdgo resistance is only 2.8% of the total re-’

sistance and the other omissions affect tileresults still less,

the total divergence of about 13% must bo chiefly explained by

other causes. The too g~eat thinness of his planes can probably

be regarded as the cause of the preat distortions, since such

distortions vJercobserved in the Dresden experiments, with twice

the thickness. At the same tiine,Freud.e, whose whole apparatus

was not so ~tablc as the modern, doubtl.css had to contend with

much stronger vibrations and perhaps also with speed

especially as the towing was done by ~lcams of <arope

a steam engine.

For our experimental results, tileass~~mption of

nal-edge rcsi$tance corisiderably im!proves the values

est similar plane of 1.25 m length, since this plane

rower.

variations,

actuat cd by

a Iongitudi-

of the small-

was the nar-

The calculation of ~ = ~ has not Yet been discussed~

sinco t’nepotential value of (
Vt)
7/ was not 1.875 at first, but

.
somewhat greater. This WaS ch.i cfW dt~cto the fact that the re-

sistailces,first obtained for the larger plane, were too large.

The values of g are given in Table XVI and plotted in Fig. 11*
*
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All the ~ values fall alimost exactly on a curve, thezeby

demonstrating tke applicability of the law of similitude to both

cases under co-nsideratio-n. The temperatuze differences were un-

f’ortuna.tel”ytoo small to give reliable numerical values of tkeir

effect.
Table XVI.

I .- —..

[T

—— .—-..

a 1.

T

10 c
d

———–”-j-
-.

Speed vl
T

—w-p Ij-L.. -.——
*

in —.— -—

I
107 i 3010

1010 &

I [Surface resistance

L_ ~ “~~~i&l---l_ ‘ ‘~=.~!nce)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
?
i
4
5
6
7
8

I.,

plane I.25 m 1onfl;te~operaturc of water 1.0.2°C
u= 1..30x I.C’-G

I
,

0.0962 ~ 0.0079 0.0C871
0.1924 i 0.063 II 0.0697
0.2885 ! o ● 147 I 0.3-626
0.38’49 oe~52 I 0.279
0.4820 0.3G9 oo~~o
(j*5770 / 0.538 (3.595

I o.“3735 0.716 0.792
0.7700 ~ 0*92C !

[
1.016

I
!

Plane 2.5 m loni~;te;,~peratureof water 9 .9°C
u = 10311.x 10–6I

I

0.19075 0.0597
0.223
0.472
0.83
1-.24
1.72
2.37
3.19

,., . . . . . ,, .,,,... .,,,,.,.. ,., ,,,.,,. -,, ., . . .

!“
1. 0.06275
i 0.234
I
~% 0.4-96

0.872i
, 1.307

1.810
2.480

I 3.35

., ,,,.,, .. . . . . .-...---.-- —-..-—. --..-._..—_—-.-——
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‘TableXVI (Coilt.)
I

Speed \ _.v-l
i

I w
I v i! [ P V2

I c
in \ 107

i — ——
~ 10’0 ~olc I 1010

1

I ~ (Pure surface I (~rface resistance
m/s ! resistance) I i-edge resistance).

Plane 5 m long; tem.peyature of water 9.7°C
V= 3-.32x 10-6 i

1
2
3
4

:
‘7
8

1
2
3
4

2
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
.? .-,

(7;5)

i

0.3875
0.7750

[ 1.1620
1.550
1.9375
2.325
2.712
3.10

0.219
0.845
1.795
3.09
4.68
6.53
6.79
11 ● 50

j

0.2253
0.867 “

[
1.842
3.170
4.80
6.70

j 9.02
I 11.8

Plane 7.5 m long; temperature of water lo.70c
u = 1.29 X 10-fi

0.5835 j 0.480 i
I ().49

I 1’.1625 I 1.861 1.89
1.74.4 t 3.931 4.0
2.325 I 5*75 6.87
2.907

~
10.30 10.48

3.489 14.45 14.70

!
4.0’70 ~ 19 ● 4-5 19.8
4.650 ! 23.20 25.6

i

. Plane 10 m Ion)g;temperature_gf water 7.1°C
v= 1.415 x 10

0.707 ;
1.414 I
2.121
2-.829 ~
3.535 I

4.242 1
.,,4*949 ,., f

5.303 ~

0.E95
2.54
5.60
9.85

%.7
27..6,
32.2

0.702
2.57
5..67
9.98

15,2
20.99
28.0
32.6

As shown by Fig. 9, where the ~ values for the tested sim-

ilar pla-nesare plot-te.di-nlogarithmic distri’outionagai-nst the
.

.



values, the L line has exactly the same ascending slope as the

resi.staime li;neswith respect to the speed aildle-ngthdistribu–
,.-.. .... .._,

tion. lience “thegot ential val~~e (

vi,?. e75

~1 applies also for L

and indeed for the tested.form .ofplane, since, for (v~~ = 107,

we can read ~p = 1.40 x 10Y”O and, for ~ = 1, we can read

This equatio-nfor the pure surface zesi stance WOUICIhold

good for all planes whose length is 20 times their width and

whose thickness is 1/25 of their width, i.e., if l=20b and

c1= b/50, or if u = 1/9.804.

Hence , if u= 2 (i.e., if the submerged azea = 12),

C = 9.804 (p

c = O* O1O3O (+;” “75
The pure surface resistance then becomes

w? = 0,01030 (Vi)’*”P75:Uo” ’25
J

(22)

(23)

(23a)

If we should wish to introduce the surface F itself, we
..... .

would have to divide the la,stequation by Z2 and we would obtain

the general equation for pure surface resistance

w = 0.01030 x t-.p”’25x VY”P75 x ~ F v0”s25 (24)
~
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This equation

,,,tem~e:atures, when,.—...,

5,7

would hold good for all kinds of fluids and all

smooth surfaces are moved. The development of

this formula is very similar to the already improved Froude formu-

la, except that it includes the effect of the specific gravity,

of the accelcrati”ondue to gravity and of the temperature. It af-

fords the ,possibility of determining the pure .surface resistance

through the elimination of the displacement and longitudinal-edge
?

resistance. It yields somewhat greater values than the siWilarly

derived Blasius formula which reads

den

This is due to the fact that ?31asiusused the writcrts Dres–

measurements, which, as already stated, gave somewhat smaller

values. Moreover, only much smaller values could be considered

and the temperature measurements were lacking.

The general equation found for the pure surface resistance

enables the

temperature
r ~ 0.325

l-dVA

0.36% would

determination of the change in the same with rising

of the fluid. The resistance would vary in the ratio

and it is thus found that a resistance change of about

take place between 5 and l.O°Ca,ndof about 0.31% be-

tween 10 and 20°C for every degree!s change in the temperature of

the water (according to Landolt-B~rnstein-Rothl s llPhysikalische

“Chemische Tabellerr;!t1912i Compare Fig. 12*). -

* Fig. 12 contains curves which were calculated from the T and 1’
values given in ‘fLandolt-Bernstein-Roth -phys.them. Tabellen 1912.!!
The T values are tlneregiven in the C.G~SO system,.the forces,
therefore, in dynes. Hoskingis 1909 values (instead of Thorpe and
Rodgerts values, which were formerly much used) were employed i-n
the calculation of V for fresh water, because liosk~ng!s values are
the latest and agree well with Slotte’s (1883). Kru?qnel and Rup-

(Cent. bottom next page i
I –.. .. .— -.
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Previous resistance and specific resistance formulas would

‘-haveto--be changed in their coefficients, in order to allow for

the edge resistance. We now find

A = 0.193 for 16°C (25)

and therefrom

equation (11)

the pure surface resistance for wc,tcrat l.O°C(see

).

The specific resistance at the distance L from the leading

edge would then be (See equation (14a) )

J’$sp= 0.193 x 0.875 VY” P75 x L-c”775 (27)

(28)

If we wish to find the specific resistance for any fluid and

temperature, it is only necessary to vajry tb.ecomposition of t’ne

formula according to equation (24) and we obtain the generally

applicable equation

~ 0+125
= 0.01030 ~ u

16875 -0.125
Wsp x 0.875 V L (29).

= 0.0090125 y ~o- 125 y ~1. F75 (30)
L“”lz5 g

;$:?G2::: ?* 5’1

—

., 1905 .wcx@ e,mployedfo~ sea water. The T values
vary qreatly with the cl.iffcrentsources. Consequently, the v
values for air, in Fig. 12, can be re “arded as utilizable only to

~~$one decimal place of the number x 10-- for @sec. , or to two decimal
places in the values for cm2/sec. The intermediate values of U
(between frcsh wat CT and sea water of Y =1026= 3.5~3salt content) for
sea water of other specific gravities are proportional to the in-
crease in content of salt or in specific gravity.
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12 ● Comparison with the Values Obtained

from R. E. Fzoude~ s Formula.,,--..., .—

In the towing laboratories for ship models, ,the computations

“aro made almost exclusively with R. E. Froudets coefficients worked

out , on the basis of his own and his father! s experiments, accordi-

ng to his formula for the surface resistance

R. E. .Froude gives his coefficient, which he designates with Om

for the model and OS for the ship, in another form and in the

English system of measuring units (Transactions of

of Naval Architects, 1888: “O-nthe constant system

results’! etc.). If, from this, we compute ~ and

the Institution

of notation of

Ls in t’henlet–

ric system and plot tineindividual results logarithmically against

the lengths z (Fig. 13), we see that the Froude values for h

represent two different functions of Z. From 1-10 m, the equa–

tion for t would read

and above 30 m

(31)

(32)

Neither formula agrees wiih the law of similitude, since the ex-

pression f (
Vl>
7/ would not be nondimensional..,. ,,,..,,.

From the fact that R. E. Froude based his coefficients for a

ship on another function of Z, at least above 30 m, he evidently

wi shed to make allowance for the assumed rough condition of the
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surface. The noteworthy point in this connection

for short lengths,

than for a model.

have converted the

model.

50

is that then,

the coeffic~ent would be smaller for a ship

In order to avoid this, Froude

h curve for the ship into the

sternssimply to

curve for the

Perhaps this is the best place to say something further con–

cerning Froudets values.

In all countries of the world, they are regarded as the basis

for computing the friction HP. in model experiments. (Only in

America, computations arc made for ships over 33 meters long with

Thidema.nnis values;) Since Germans gradually abandoned FroudeTs

theory of constants and finally reverted to the old simple for–

mula for frictional resistance Y L F v10~z5, Froufletsvalues,

which were given only in the complicated form

Om and 0s =
1000 A L-0”0e75

(
4P\0 .9125

and the English systcm of measures,

%- /
also went through the corresponding retrogression.

They were converted by Schfltteinto the meter-kilogram-second

system (Zeitschrift ffirSchiffbau, Vol. II, 1900-1901, p, 208).

Bruckhoff then published a simplification of the computation for-

mula for the friction HP. with these values (Zeitschrift llSchiff-

bau,llVol. VI, 1904-1905, p; 67). At the same time, the writer

had gone still further and had entirely abandoned Froudets theory

of constants and evolved a formula for the friction HP. in a new

direct manner and also calculated, from the Froudc Om and 0s

values, the k values for the meter-kilogram-second system (See

Table A).
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Table A.

F~iction values A in kg per ~ surface, dependent on the
~,. ........ . length t according to R. E. Froude.

1 L I -1
I

h I t A

0;50
orn75
1.00
1,25
1“50
1075
2.00
2.25
2.50

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

190
200
210
220

0.2280
0.2198
0.2132
0.2079
0.2034
0.1994
0.1960
0.1930
0.1903

0.1590
0.1537
0.1.508
0.1488
0.1474
0.1464
0.1457
0.1450
0.1446

1. For paraffin models of ships.

2.75 0.1879 5.00 0.1727
3.00 0.1857 5.25 0.1716
3.25 0.1836 I 5.50 0.1706
3*5O 0.1817 5+75 0.1696
3.75 0.1799 6.00 0.1687
4’.00 0.1782 “i 6.25 0.1679
4.25 0.1767 I 6,50 0,1672
4.50 0.1752 6.75 0.1664
4.75 0.1739 ~ 7.00 0s1658

7.25 0.1651
I 7.50 0.1645

2. For ships with well painted surfaces.
i0.1.442 { 100 0.1422

;; 0.1439 I 110 0o1418
65 0.1436 { 120 0.1415
’70 0.1434

I
130 0.1412

75 0.1432 l~o 0.1408
80 o.y_430 150 0.1405

0.1428 160 0.1402
:: 0.1426 170 0.1399

0.1.42495 ,. ~ 180 0.1396
..?

~rom here ~own tune values were o’~tai-ned -
by extending the adjusted curve.

0.1394 230 0.1383
I

270 0.1374
0.1391 240 0.1380 I 280 0.1372
0.1388 250 00~378 290 0.1369
0.1386 260 0.1376 300 0.1367

i
t

The above values were published by Schaffran along with the

simplified formula of ,the writer (flSchiffba,u’fClo”mpany:Schaffran,

!’DieVersuchsmethoden der Koniglichen Versuchsanstalt f~r Wasser-

bau und Schiffbau.!l See also ‘lZeitschrift Schiffbau,l! Vol. XVI,
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.. .. After-the values had-thus found their way,to publicity with-

out’the aid of the writer, it is pmh~.ps opportune at this point .

to explain that these values were taken from R. E. Froude only up

to lengths of about 183 m (600 feet). Only thus far could the

values bc converted, since Froude did not give values for greater

lengths. With the considerable increase in the length of ships,

we nccdcd to kiiowthe value of the resistance for g%eater lengths.

Froude!s values could not be employed i-nan equation. At that

time the writer did not l-mowthat tlneyfollowed two equations a,nd

haste was necessary. The curve of the h values, plotted against

the lengths as abscissas, was simply extended according to judg-

ment. Thus the values for lengths above 180 m, given by Schaffran

and here repeated, were obtained-by extrapolation. The deviation

is not great, however, as is shown by the fol].owing Ta’oleB.

Table B

Lmgth in -m h according to the curve
!
! A according to equation

30 0.1474
I

0.1484
50 0.1446 ! 0.14486

100 0.1422 I
().3422

150 ‘0.1405 0.1403
180 o.l~g~ 0.13994

200 I 0.1391
250 0-13’?8
WP., I 0.1367.,, .,, ,,,.,

The comparison of a few computation

I 0.13954
0.1387
o*13704

g. . .!, ..

results, according to

formula

may now

of

‘oe

the younger Froude and according to the new formula,

of interest. Table XVII gives a brief comparison for
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various speeds and lengths

shoi’t..lengths, up to 10 m,

rapidly upward fGr greater

and shol,vsthat Froude’ s values for

axe approyiimately cqu.al,but deviate

lengths. For a length of 300 m the

deviations of 20~ are so great as to render doubtful the utility

of either formula.

Table XVII.

Calculated resistance (in kg) of a surface strip of 1 m width and
different lengths at diffe~cnt speeds;

,;gth, :~ &s 2A l:r,~ ,:./s, ,).:

Resistance in kg at speeds of

.....

According to R. E. Froudc, without mention of water temperature.

1 ()*~13~ 0.2132 0.756 4.025 [ 14.26 ~ 29.83 49.25
10 O*159 1.59 5.E5 30 ?06.2 223 375
100 o.142g 14.22 50.5 . 268 ; 951 1932 3360
300 0.1367 41.01 145.6 I!775 i2740 5750 9680

According to the new formula at a water temperature of 10°C.

1 0.193 I 0.193 0.725 3.95 I 14.47 30.9 I

10
53*1

0.1448 1.448 5.425 29.6 i 1.08.5 232 398
100 0.1085 10.85 40.7 222.2 814 1740 2985
300 0.0947 ‘28*4 106.5 I580 ~2130 4550 7800

1 I
From Dresden experiments by Blasius without mention c~fwater temp.

0.200 0.200 0.730 4.02 ~ 14.6 3101 53.4
1: 0.1-462 1.462 5*2O 29.4 1.07 226 390

100 0.1069 10.69 39.0 207.2 781 1660 2850
300 0.0923 ‘27.69 101.0 556 2012 4300 7390

The

1.

ni’ents;

2*

advantages of the new values are as tollowfi:-,

The considerably greater speed range of the new experi-

The i~ore frequent repetitions of tha experiments at clif-
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ferent times;

3. The impTOVed experimental appaTatUS;

4. The fact that the values are smalle~. Faults in the ad-

justment of the planes or in the smoothness of the s~rface would

always cause upward deviations;

5 ‘. The new values agree more closely with the law of simili-

tude;

60 Froudels neglect of the displacement and edge resistance;

7. The good agreement with the results of the wrj-terl~ ex-

periments in llresden-Uebigau, where the speed ran~e was also soime–.

what greater than Froudel s.

All of the above are reasons for abandoning Froudefs values.

The following reasons are to the contrary:

1, Nearly a3-1the availa’ole results of towing experiments

with models were calculated with theifl;

‘2>* New experiments with surfaces, which were cevered with

a,ntifeulingpaint and hence furnished t’netransition from the

smooth su~face of the models to the probably rougher surface of

the ship,* need to be completed;

3. Proof is lacking, as to how the surface resistance varies

for curved surfaces and for Gther t’hanrectangular surfaces a-rid

especially the resistance for objects (See Section 13, !lMcEnteels
.,.,... .

Experimei~ts!l).

*In towing experiments, this does not enter into the question for
small scales, since the smoothness of the model and of the shipts
surface must be similar. .
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4. Experiments are lacking with large ships, executed in a

mann,er similar to the ones performed by the older Froude with the

‘1Greyhound.11 .

13, William McEnteei s Experiments.

The results of resistance experiments by Willia,mMcEn-tee with

planes in two lengths were published in the IfTransactions of the

Society of Naval Architects aridMa,rineEn.gineersliin 1915. The

shorter steel planes 3.05 m (1.0ft.) long and 0.61 m (2 ft.)

wide and wei~hing 4.536 kg (from which the thickness, not given

by McEntee, was co:mputed to be about 3 mm) were coated with anti-

fouling paint and-were towed both in the freshly painted condi-

tion and also after various periods of exposure to the action of

sea water. The fouled paint was then carefully removed, the

plane freshly painted and a,~ain towed in the painted condition.

For the freshly painted (of course well dried) pla,ne, the speed

exponent was found to be 1.88 and tinecoefficient A = 0.17 at

speeds up to 4.6 m/sj values which agree remar?mbl.y well with

the value here given for lacquered surfaces. We may therefore

assume with probably sufficient accuracy, that the values found.

for lacquered surfaces also hold good for smooth ship hulls.

Experiments previously performed by the writer demonstrated

that even smooth paraffin and smooth plaster made from pure ce-

ment a~e to be regarded as having the same value as lacquer with

respect to the surface.resistance.

-. —
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Furthermoree, Mr. McEntee’ s experiments demonstrated that,
-.
with “tti~s’e’”short& planes of 3.05 m length, the surface resistance

increased t~.reeto four-fold, when the planes were exposed from

five to twelve months

fresh paint, however,

what it was at first.
●

ever, that this great

sion of the paint and

for longer surfaces.

to the action of sea water. Cleaning and

restored the resistance to almost exactly

These experiments do not demonstrate, how-

increase in resistance, caused by the corro–

by the barnacles, would be in the same ratio

It is, instead, probable that with increase

in length, there would be a considerable reduction in the per-

centalrcsista,nce increase,* because such a strong water current

would be generated by the front portio-n of the surfaco that ICS6

would be left for the Tear portion to do, than in the case of a

smooth surface. Hence the need of experiments with such rough

planes of the greatest possible diff~rcnce in length.

The lon~er p].anes, apparently wooden, which McEntce tc~ted,

were 641 m (20 ft.) long, 0.61 m (2 ft.) wide and 19 mm thick,

and were lacquered and towed at speeds u.pto 5.66 m/s {11 knots

per hour). The exponents 1.883 and 1.886 and the coefficient A

converted to 0.1435 for m, kg, a.r.dsec., li~~ewis~ agreed well

with those obtained in the new experiments.
1

McEnteels long planes were ~ot rectangl~ts;..butoblique-
—.— __

* The experirlentsof William Froude, with planes roughened by
sand of varying coarseness, were not satisfactory, since, as
Mc&ntee demonstrated, no such differences were obtained as with
the smooth pl-anes. Ii~this case also, as in general, Froude!s exp-
eriments did not satisfy i:lod.ernspeed requirements.

—.,——.—. — . ........... .—
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angl eciparall eiograms, having an angle of 30°, with the lower

ed_geprojecting fo~,ward. ~ioreover, $~ey were towed entirely...—

submerged, with the upper ed,ge,however, only about 20.3 mm u-ndcr

water.

The attempt to reduce the surface resistance, with graphite,

oil or soap, below that for lacquer, was also d.emonstratcd by

McEntee to be in vain.

14. Contemplated Continuation of the Experiments.

The results of these experiments seer,to indicate the desir–

ability of continuing them in a different direction. Preparations

have beeil‘made for experiments with still longer planes and.for

investigating the motion of the water around t-hemoving pla-ne,

both laterally and also longitudinally at various distances from

the leading ed~e, underaeat’h a-ridat various hci~:hts~ Hence no

report is here given o-nthe motion of the water and on.the con-

clusions which might be drawn from the experiments already made.

Further special.ex-Qerimentsare centemplated-on.the longitudinal.-

edge resistance.

Experiments with surfaces of other kinds and shapes and es-

pecially with the surface resistance of bodies are important for

ship designers. Since a thin pla,ne,as well as a thicker body,

in its motio-nthrough the water, generates, at a certain distance,

a lateral flow toward the rear, this investi~ation will bc very

comnrehensivc and not very simple. The measurement of the water 1s

... ..
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velocity will bc rendered more difficult by the foriiationof .

waves anfl,Si-ncenearly all”i.-nvestigatorshave b.ithertodisregar,d-—,...,.

ed this factor, nothing of use is given in the literature on the

subject.

There also remains to be investigated the effect on the sur-

face resistance produced by reducing tkiecross-section of the

water.

Summary ,

The proof of the validity of the Reynolds law Gf similitude

for the surface resistance of planes has been developed with an

accuracy hitherto unattained and for a large range of lengt’ns

a-ridspeeds. It has been shown that, in addition to tqneform re-

sistance,.the resistance of the longitudinal edges must be taken

into account.

A comparison witlnFroudel s values showed that the new values

are considerably smaller. They agree well, however, with the

results of the writer!s Dresden experi-mentsand with the values

obtained by Mr. McEntee.

Further experiments are desirable and are contemplated.

,..., ,..,, ,.. .
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16. Appendix.

““Biief”’deduetionof the Reynolds law of similitude for plane sur-—

faces towed longitudinally in a straight line throurh water.*

It is known that the law of similitude can often yield numer–

ical results in imports-ntdynamic problems, for which the ord3.-

nary method of mathematical deduction is not available. It re-

produces motion”phenomena by means of a model, determines the mag-

nitude of the forces required to produce the motion and predicts

the force required for the production of similar phenomena on a

larger scale. The greatest use of it will probably be made in

ship designing. The simplest cases are those of surfaces moving

laterally or longitudinally through vJater. We will here discuss

only the latter case.

The task might perhaps be giventhe law of similitude to de-

termine the magnitude of the force requ.ircd to move a large, rec-

tangular, smooth, lacquered, thin plane of given dimensions, at

a given uniform speed, completely submerged and parallel to the

surface of t’ncwater.

As the experimental model, tinerehad to be constructed an

exactly similar plane A** times as small in all its dimensions

and even in its degree of roughness. In towing this plane, all
.,,, ,.,

the paths of the corresponding water particles-have to be exactly

* See also ‘!Sammelheft1 des Ausschusses ffirtechnische Mechanik
des Berliner Bezirkvereins d.eutscher Ingenieure,lt Berlin, 1919:
M. Weber, llDieGrundlagen der Aehnlichkeitsmechanik und ihr Aus–
bau zu einem periodischen System der Modellzesetze.”
** The symbols are taken from Weber-
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similar to those produced on the large scale and have likewise

to be reduced in the ratio L. It is also desirable that the
.—,. .,..=.

duration period of the comparable phenomena for all particl-es

shoulcihave t-ne same fixed scale 7. It is also desira”ole that

the water cross–sections, unless’ so large that they can bc re-

garded as practically infinite, should have the saimeratio A to

one another. Corresponding distances and durations should there-

fore bc observed. ....-

If the length ratio A is arbitrarily chosen, it then follows,

from the requirement of similarity for the paths, that the time

ratio T must correspond and vice versa.

Mechanical similarity requires, in contradistinction to ki–

netic similarity ( whit’hprescribes the compulsory paths for the

mass elements), that all mass elements carry out their motions

freely under the action of natural forces.

In the present case, therefore, the acceleration forces of

the magnitude (“mass tines accelerationll) and the forces of vis-

cosity are alone operative. It even follows that the,forces’of

viscosity must equal t’heforces of acceleration, since, when we

assume, in advance, such a vanishingly small thick-ne~sof the

plane that the form resistance vanishes, then the water particles

can b.qacecler,a,t~donly by the effect of tb.eviscosity, i.e., t-he,.. . ..

whole force of viscosity must be employed for mass acceleration.

Corresponding to their inan~~erof working, the viscosity fcrccs

are also termed internal-friction forces.

I
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The following symbol~ cifinow be introduced:

a
Symbol fh~ fu11-’siZeal-”object “’ ‘“

and for model

Length

Time

Force

Surface

Volume

Speed

Acceleration

Mass

Density = — unit of wci~~ht
acceleration duc to gravity

Weight unit

Technical viscosity value

Vis:c~sity factor

L

T

K

F

Vo1

v

B

M

(P)

(T)

(Tl)

(v)

L

t

k

f

Vo1

v

b

m

P

‘1

q

u

... ,.

71

b
Technieal

unit ~

m

sec.

kg

m2

m3

m
sec.

—.
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a
S“fibolfor full–sized obj’ect

and for model

Length

Time
.

Force

Surface

Volume

Speed

Acceleration

Mass

Density =

unit of ?Jeight
acceleration due to gravity

Weight unit

Technical viscosity value

Viscosity factor

L

T

K

F

Vo1

v

B

M

(P)

(Y)

(q)

(v)

1

t

k,

f

Vo1

v

b

m

P

7

T

v

c
Conversion

scale

71a

d
Similitude

symbol

L=th

T=t~.

K=k K

F=fh2

Vol = Vol t

V=v+
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We can now write the magnitude

‘the corresponding surfaces Fand f

of the molecular tension on

as (q) ~ and q ~, when.

~.v

and ~ denote the speed changes on the normal surface N—..
8N ~n

and n. The internal friction forces acting on the corresponding

surfaces F and f are therefore

K=(q) ~Fa,nd,k= ’@f

The-ratio of the forces due to gravity is, however: “

These two expressions are equivalent and hence

if we introduce (v) = & andor, q
u=—

P’

(1)

(2)

(3)

Hence

T:~=L2
m:+ (4)

The la”st equation is”the Reynoids mtidellaw”for corresponding per-

iods of tiime. In considering exactly ~quivalent fluids at the

same temperature, this equation is simplified to



‘“ If we wish to dcte2minc the speed ratio, we only need to

write equation (3) in the following form:

+%=3
or

or

T.T:VZ=

(v) i (Vj v
=— .—

T
.!-! v L “i

(6)

The last equation can be written in the following important form:

(7)

~ is nondimensional, si~.ce both enumerator and denominator

have the same unit of measure m’/scc. It ts the nondimensional

form of the Reynolds model law and is therefore independent of

the units of measure employed.

According to equation (2), the ratio of the forces is

or

la’
~ _ (P) Pr-—-zr=f+

P ,V
7

The trend of modern experimental

imental results as far as possible in

(8)

science is to exoress exper-

nondimensional forms.
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Equation (v) cbnl~.itisthis law for the so~cds in terms of the di-

vided scales aildthe viscosities. There still remains to be..... .,

found the nondimensional expression

(= f(if)

for the forces. .

If wo write equation (2) in the form

we obtain the two inseparable equations

(9).

( 10)

in which a is a common coefficient. Equation (10) can also be

written

\K=c (P) L2V’~

Since VL/( v) = vi/v = $, we have

<“

k= ’c PV2v2. J

or, if we substitute L for C ~2 ,

} ‘-
‘K= ~ (~) (~)2

> .. . .. ..
“1
.... ,,.,.... ...
k=t Pb2
.

(11)

(12}

From the “forces measured on the model, however, we obtain
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I

which is ai s-o no”ndirnensio-na-l

75

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

,. ., .,,

.

..- ,.:, ,,, ,,, ... ., .,,,,,, .

(13)
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,:,,,,... ..... .. .. .. ..4.791.m long in deep. water.
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